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“We see this as a tremendous opportunity for our
35,000 security executives
from around the world to have
significant input into securityrelated global standards that
will have an ongoing impact
on the profession,” said F.
Mark Geraci, CPP, chair of the
recently rechristened ASIS
Commission on Standards and
Guidelines (formerly the ASIS
Commission on Guidelines).
To gain the most advantageous position possible, ASIS is
also establishing strategic relationships with other national,
regional, and international
standards bodies to provide the
input of security professionals
in the standards development
arena and to coauthor standards of importance to the security profession.
ASIS has become a member
of the American National Standards Institute Homeland Security Standards Panel that is
assisting the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) in
the development and adoption
of consensus standards critical
to U.S. homeland security. ASIS
will also continue to play an
important role in coordinating
with both the Congress and
DHS to ensure that the security expertise of its members is
included in the standards development processes that are
currently in progress.
“The commission will continue to publish guidelines
both in support of standards
as well as independently on
important issues in security
that may not lend themselves
to the creation of standards,”
Geraci states.
For more information on the
ASIS International Commission on Standards and Guidelines, or to volunteer in this effort, please visit the Society’s
Web site, www.asisonline.org.
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Microsoft Partners
with ASIS
In recognition of the convergence of the IT and operational security fields, ASIS
and Microsoft have entered
into a partnership. A primary
goal is to raise IT awareness
among ASIS members and
concurrently to raise awareness among IT professionals
of the valuable educational
resources that ASIS has to
offer.
Under the partnership, Microsoft will help promote
ASIS to its customers and partners while ASIS provides its
members with access to pertinent IT information provided

by Microsoft that is core to
managing the security of their
IT infrastructure. That information will be highlighted in
four contributed sidebars, appearing in “Technofile,” beginning this month with a spotlight on Microsoft’s efforts to
promote secure computing
through its TechNet Security
Center.
In addition, Microsoft will
provide four one-hour Webcasts to be broadcast to the
ASIS membership. Chapters
can request technical briefings at no charge from Microsoft under the partnership as
well. ASIS members will also
be able to link directly from

the ASIS Web site to the full
array of free IT security guidance and Webcasts offered by
Microsoft.
The partnership will also
benefit the certification program. ASIS will provide chapters with information about
the program. Also, ASIS will
recognize Microsoft security
training as continuing education credits for ASIS certifications. Microsoft will promote
the ASIS certifications and
training.
ASIS and Microsoft will
jointly conduct a security
threat landscape survey, the
results of which will be published in Security Management.

Certification Profile
When Donald J. Kimberlin, PCI, began working as a store detective
in 1985, he could hardly
have suspected the
successful career and
impressive résumé he would build in investigations and loss prevention during the
next two decades.
Working for such national retailers as
Neiman Marcus, Bikes USA, Woodward &
Lothrop, TH Mandy, Georgetown Leather
Design, and now Staples, Inc., Kimberlin
has steadily amassed a remarkable level
of knowledge and experience. Along the
way, he also earned his Professional Certified Investigator® (PCI) certification from
ASIS International.
“I was excited to become certified from
the very first time I heard that the PCI
exam would be offered,” says Kimberlin.
“I felt that this certification was a great
way to test my knowledge and skills as a
trained investigator.”
In his present position as area loss prevention manager with Staples, Kimberlin is
tasked with the reduction and maintenance
of shrinkage in 34 office supply superstores. Working on investigations in such
areas as theft, fraud, forgery, workplace vio-

lence, vandalism, assault, safety accidents,
and other matters of suspected criminal
activity, Kimberlin believes his PCI credential is well suited to his responsibilities.
“As a loss prevention professional, it is
very important to have a wide and diverse
set of skills and training so you can handle
cases which range from routine to complex in nature, and the PCI certification
tests for this knowledge very thoroughly
and concisely,” he says. “Certification also
provides an educational platform for the
years to come, which is highly beneficial.”
Kimberlin, an ASIS member since 2000,
earned his PCI in February 2006, and is a
big proponent of professional certification
in the security industry. “I would give an
unqualified recommendation to all security professionals to earn any or all of the
certifications that ASIS offers. It is good
for you personally, and benefits the industry to have highly trained professionals to
work within the business. It also provides
you with the opportunity to teach, coach,
and mentor others so they can also become certified,” says Kimberlin. “Certification is a true win-win situation and is good
for one and all.” ■
—Profile by Chris Flynn, ASIS public relations manager
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